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SUBJECT FBI Information Request 
on Milian Bombing 

The following names are a compiled list of the persons that 
should be subjected to polygraphic examination, as requested 
by S/A G. Cannon, FBI, Miami, the reasons being: 
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Actual resistance to original polygraph test 
Original polygraph test indicative of deception 
Original polygraph test inconclusive 
Allegations and investigative leads brought the investi
gation to some persons involved; in order to resolve doubt, 
polygraph testing should be administered. 
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The following perso 
consumption of me 

inconclusive polygraphs due to prior 

1. Aleida Leal - WQBA emH10yee 
2. Jose Cabrera Riesgo~'WQBA employee 

The following persons have shown up as involved in the overall 
conspiracy to bomb Milian and should be polygraphed if possible 
as many indicators point to their complicity: 
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The following persons should be polygraphed due to their actual 
involvement in the making and placing of the bomb in Milian's 
car: ~/ 

1. Pablo Gustavo Castillo AKA IITavito": due to his failing prior 
polygraph test conducted by the FBI. 
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2. Eu~enio Gas~ar Jimenez Escobedodue to his refusal of 
orlginal po ygraph test and to witness identification. 

The following persons have been connected t through statements 
of their own reported by reliable persons or have themselves 
made statements to informants of their involvement in the Milian 
bombing; however, they were never considered for the first set 
of polygraph tests co~ucted: 

1. Garnett Feaste~ E.e'Oeral prisoner 
2. Rector Cornil1ot ~State prisoner 
3. Ramon Canton.? 
4. Ignacio Nov~~Sampol - Fe ral prisoner 
5. Guillermo Novo Sam 01 " 
6. Dunne erez 1 mo WFC emp 1 oyee 
7. Luis Tornes - ittle Havana Activities Center employee 
8. Jor e Ca ote ouse painter 
9. Gabriel Gil State prisoner 

The following individual should be tested to determine if his 
statements and allegations about his knowledge of the Milian 
bombing are based on fact, due to the person's known ability to 
distort facts for his personal benefi~ 

Ricardo Anibal Morales Navarrette AKA Monkey Morales 
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